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Abstract
Ik ftiks paper we prawe existence of weak extremal solutions for
ftMcd order mcmKiiiiesar disoamtinuous two-point boundary value prob
lems. RirtHresr, we obtain fewa weak differential inequalities for proving
boundedness and irnispemess of solutions of related boundary value

1

Introduction

The importance of Ibowmdaay value problems in the theory of differential
©qaraJtkwis and their app&afcMms to different areas of science and technology
are well ijMswiL. This paper Is concerned with proving existence of weak
maximal and mmiimal sotatiams of a class of nonlinear discontinuous two-

lT =

a.e t£l=[a,b}
/(®) =f"(a) = y(b) = 0 ■

(1.1)
'

(1.2)

where f :IxRx fix 'R —* R Is a fimction satisfying the following conditions;
(i) / is boumded on. I x R x R x jfiL
Le. there exists a constant M > 0 such that
|fit, x. if, x)| < M, V(£, T.g,z) £ I x R x R x R.
(ii) /(£, x, y, z) is nondecreasing in x,y, and z for all most all t E I.
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(iii) /(., x(.), y(.), z(.)) is Lebesgue measurable for all Lebesgue measurable
functions re, y and z on I.
Many authors [2. 4, 5, 6] have studied existence and uniqueness theorems,
extremal solutions with discontinuous right hand side for second order non
linear boundary value problems under certain generalized measurability and
Lipschitz condition and also with monotonicity conditions. Recently Dhage
|4| obtained existence of extremal solutions for second order nonlinear dis
continuous boundary value problem under certain monotonicity conditions.
Biiage also obtained weak differential inequalities which are applied to es
tablish boundedness and uniqueness of solutions of related boundary value
problems.
Ik this paper we obtain existence of maximal and minimal weak solutions
for third order differential equations. Further weak differential inequalities
am atoo> obtained, which are useful for proving uniqueness and boundedness
of related boundary value problems. This paper generalizes the results of
Bhage f4| to third order two-point boundary value problems.

2 Existence of Weak Maximal and Minimal
Solutions
in this section we prove existence of weak maximal and minimal solutions
for the third order nonlinear differential equation (1.1) satisfying two-point
boundary conditions (1.2).

Definition 2.1
Th® vreaiksfdffitffiEtt of a problem (1.1) satisfying (1.2) is a function y E H2(I),
sffltMjpmg the equations (1.1) and (1.2), where H2(I) denote the Sobolev
space of all real valued Sanctions on I, defined by
B\I) = {yE AC {I, R)/y, y' E Ll(I, R)} ,

(2.1)

where AC(£t R) demote the space of all absolutely continuous functions map
ping from I to R.
Let j|.||ff2 denote the usual norm in the Sobolev space H2(I) given by

\ y\ m = J
6

a

f
6

\y(t)\dt+

a

J
6

\y'(t)\dt +

\y"{t)\it.

a

It is well known that H2(I) is a Banach space with the above norm.

(2-2)
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Definition 2.2
A partial ordering < in Sobolev space H2{I) is given by y < z if and only if
y(t) < z(i)t i/(t) < /(£), and y"(t) < z"{t) for all t € I, and we write y < z
on I.

Lemma 2.1
<} as m complete hdMce.
Pmm§. left m,w £ E^(I) be such that u < v on I. Then u(t) < v(t),
?/{#) <
and
< zT(t) for all t E I. For any w E H2(I), we have
(m+sw)(t) < (ro+w)(t)s &+w)r(t) < (v+w)'(t), and (u+w);,(t) < (v+w)"(t),
for all t € /» which implies that u + w < v + w on I. Similarly if A > 0, then
Aw < Aw ©m I. Therefore $?2(/) is a vector lattice.
Let w,w € ff2{f) be such that u < 0, v < 0, and u < v on I, then we
®

o

o

IMI/f2= J \u(t)\dt + J |it7(i)|d£ + J \u"{t)\dt
a

b

< J \v(t)dt-r J \v'(t)\dt + J \v"{t)\dt
a

«a
=

a

(2.3)

IJvIIhs-

TMs shows that (H2(I)t <} is a Banach lattice.
1G H2(I) with m < 0 and v < 0 on J, consider
a

o

||« + w||H2 =

+

b

+ J (it7(t) + v'(t)\dt + J \u,r(t) + v"{t)\dt

a

a

fr

a

b

b

< J\u(t)\dt -f- J \ii(t)\dt -{- J \u”(t)\dt
a

a

a

b

b

b

+ J\v(t)\dt + J\v'(t)\dt + J \v''(t)\dt
a
-

a

IM|jEf2 + IMIff2-

Hence (if2(I), <) is a complete lattice.

(2.4)

□
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Definition 2.3

Let S C S2(I). A mapping T : S —> H2(I) is said to be isotone increasing
if usv E H^(J), u < v on I, then Tu < Tv on I.
Now we state the following fixed point theorem of Tarski.
Theorem 2.1. (Tarski fixed point theorem [8]) Let
(i) O = (A, <) be a complete lattice,
(u) / be tm mcmssing function on A to A,
(mi) P 6& She-set of all fixed points of f. -. Them, the set P is non-empty and the system (P, <) is a complete lattice; in
pmtiesiihr\JP = {jEx[f(x) > x] E P and f)P =
< ®] € P.
Now we prove the theorem on existence of extremal solutions for the
problem (1.1) satisfying (1.2) by using the Tarski fixed point theorem.
Theorem 2.2. Assume (i)-(iii) holds. Then the boundary value problem
(1-1) satisfying (1.2/ has weak maximal and weak minimal solutions on I.
Proof. Consider a uniform bounded subset of the Sobolev space if2 (I) by
S={uEH2(I)/\\u\\H2<N},

(2.5)

where N =
(h2 + 3h + 6) and h = b — a.
Clearly S' is a nonempty, closed, convex and bounded subset of the complete
lattice
so it is a complete lattice [3].
If 3f>(f) is a solution of the discontinuous boundary value problem (1.1)
satisfying (1.2) if and only if it is a solution of the integral equation
b

y(t) =

j G{t,s)f(s,y(s),y'(s),y"(s))ds,

tel

(2.6)

a

where G(t,s) is a Green’s function for the homogeneous boundary value
problem
y'"{t) = 0
(2.7)
satisfying
y'{a) = y"(a) = y(b) = 0,

(2.8)
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given by
G(t,s) =

{

(t—s)J—(6—s)2

-jb-s)2
2

2

if a< s <t <b
if a < t < s <b.

5

’

Consider
max
ter

1(7(4,*)

i = max < J\G(t,s)\ds+ (\G(t, s)\ds
ter
a

t

( (b - a)3 -6
- (i - a)31
J
Tine maximiiam value of tike above function attains at t = a and hence
/(h —

a)3

IGTt, s)\ds < -—----4
~
6

<

max / jG*(4, «)(«£* = max
tei

(2.9)

(6 - a)2

max I ||(7«gC^s)i^ = max {t — a}<b — a.

ftfcE J

t£l

(2.10)

(2-11)

(JL

PfIC*} =

J

G{i,s)f(sty(s% y'(s), y"(s))ds, V 16/.

(2.12)

a
Therefore the problem of existence of weak solutions of boundary value
problem. (1.1) satisfying (1-2) is equivalent to finding the fixed point of the
operator T on S.
Claim. T:S-*S.
j,From the definition of [Ty], it is absolutely continuous function on I, i.e.
[Ty] 6 AC (I, R) for each y € S. Since / satisfies (i) and (iii). implies that
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is Lebesgue measurable on I, so [Ty]1, [Ty]" € Ll(I. R)
for aH y E S. Thus T : S -» H2(I).
Let y E S, then
6

6

6

+J ipr»]'{«)i<ft+j mnm

ifuii[a»=/r»)mi<it

\G(t,s)\\f(s,y(s).y'(s),y”{s))\ds dt
h
+ / J\Gt{t,s)\\f(s,y(s),yl(s),y"(s))\ds

dt

m ' l_a
h f 6

+

J

\j\Gu(t,s)\\f{s,yis),y'(s),y"(s))\ds dt
La

XZ

*

„

6

.

6

f {b — a)3
f (b — a)2
"C / Ud----- :-----dt + I M-——---- dt T j M(b - a)dt

6

fe4

h3

,2

T + T + ,“

N.

Let |,i£ 5? be such that y < z on I. Since / satisfies (ii), it follows that
tw
-- JG(t, s)f(s, y(s), y'(s), y"(s))ds

<

J

G(Ls}f(s, z(s),z'{s),z"{s))ds = [Tz](t),

0

[Tyf(t)=

J

Gt(t,s}f(s,y(s),y(s),y"(s))ds

a

b

<J

Gt(t,s)f(s,z(s),z'(s),z"(s))ds = [Tz]'(t),
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and
b

[Tyf(t) =

J

Gait, s)/(s, y(s),y'(s),y"(s))ds

a

b
< JGn(trs)f(s,z(s),z'(s),z"(s))ds = [Tz]"(t)
a

for al € € 1- Hence Ty < Tz on J, which shows that T is isotone increasing
on S. Hrons. Tkiski fixed point theorem, the operator T has a fixed point,
wMcii! is a solution of the boundary value problem (1.1) satisfying (1.2), and
also tike set of all solutions is a complete lattice. Hence the boundary value
problem (1.1) satisfying (1.2) has weak maximal and weak minimal solutions
ml.
□

3

Weak Differential Inequalities And Applications

In this section we obtain two basic weak differential inequalities in terms
of the weak extremal solutions of the boundary value problem (1.1) satisfy
ing (1.2). Burther, we apply the inequalities for proving boundedness and
uniqueness of solutions of the related boundary value problem on I.
Theorem 3.1. Assume (i)-(iii) holds. Further, if there is a function w € S,
tAere $ Us defined by (2.5) such that
v/1" < f{t.w,w',w") a.e.,

tel

(3.1)

w'(a) = w!,(a) = w(b) = 0,

(3.2)

«/(#)< I (t —s)f{stw(s),w!(s),wf,(s))ds a.e., tel

(3.3)

a

and
tel.

(3.4)

Then, there is a maximal weak solution yM of the boundary value problem
(1.1) satisfying (1.2) such that
u: < yM on I.

(3.5)
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Proof. Let 7 = sup S. Consider the lattice interval [w, 7]. clearly this is a
complete lattice. Now define the operator T on [w, 7] as in (2.12).
First, we show that T : [w, 7] —> [w, 7]. For this, it suffices to show
that if y € S is any element such that w < y implies w < Ty on I. From
inequalities (3.1), (3.3), and (3.4), we have
b

m(t)

<J
J

G(t, s)f(s,w(s),w'{s),w"(s))ds

a

b

<

G(t,s)f(s,y(s),y'(s),y"(s))ds=[Ty}(t),

a

t
wr{t) <

(t

s)f(s,w(s),w'(s),w"(s))ds

a

b
= I Gt(t, s)f(s, w(s), w'(s),w,,(s))ds
C

b

f Gt(t,s)f(s,y(s).y/(s),yl'(s))ds ={Ty]'(t),

<
and

t
w"(t) < J f(s,w(s),w'(s),w"(s))ds
a

b
=j

s)f(s, w(s), w'is), w"(s))ds

a

b

<

J

Gtt(t,s)f(s,y(s),y'(s),y"(s))ds = [Ty]"(t),

a

for all t € I. It follows that w < Ty on /. Again as in the proof of Theorem
2.1, it is easily seen that T is isotone increasing on [w, 7], and an application
of Tarski fixed point theorem yields that there is a maximal weak solution
yM of the problem (1.1) satisfying (1.2) in [w, 7]. Hence we have
w < yM on I.
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'

□

Theorem 3.2. Assume (i)-(iii) holds. Farther, if there is a function u e S,
where S is defined by (2.5) such that
*&nt >

,u") a.e.,

tel

(3.6)

= u"{a) --- u(b) - - 0,

(3.7)

«
— s)f(s,m(s),u'(s),ul,(s))ds a.e.,

tel

(3.8)

£

*T(#)> jf{s,‘ufs%,m!{s),v!'{s))ds a.e.,

tel.

(3.9)

an

Them,, them is a mmimmi week- solution ym of the boundary value problem
(1.1) sm&fym§ (1.2) such Shat
Wm<u on I.

(3.10)

Pmof. The proof is snnmiiar to the proof of Theorem 3.1.

□

Mow we obtain boTOdbflmgss and uniqueness of the weak solution of the
borarfaiy value problem (1-1) satisfying (1.2) on I.
Consider the problem

4P’ = i>{t,<f>) , tel

(3.11)

satisfying the two-pomt twnmdary conditions

4f{a) = #'(«) = <f>(b) = 0,
where 4>zl —* R^t and i^:Ix
Theorem 3.3. Smppose that
f md ip> saittisfy the condition

(3.12)

—* R+ are functions.
satisfies (i)-(iii). Further, if the functions

l/fefr,*,w)l<tf&lirl) ®-e.,

tel

(3.13)

for alt f. z, w e R, then there is a maximal weak solution 4>m of the boundary
value problem. (3.11) satisfying (3.12) such that
M < <f>M on I,
where y is any solution of the boundary value problem (1.1) satisfying (1.2)
on I.
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Proof. Let y be any solution of the boundary value problem (1.1) satisfying
(1.2) on I. Then it is a solution of the integral equation
b

y{t)=

J

^(f, s)f(s,y(s),yl(s),y"(s))ds.

a

From (3.13) we have
b
W*)I< j lG{t,s)\\f(s,y(s),y'(s)1y>,(s))\ds.
<UL
b

<

J

\G(t, s)\tp(8, |y(s)|)ds.

(3.14)

Tterdfore b(#)|| Is a solution of the problem
(j)"' < ip(t, 4>) ,

a.e t€ I

(3.15)

sfflt^fyimg (3.12). 3f y(t) / 0, then
(IfCillir^l^WI, and (|y(t)|)ff < |j^(t)|, tel.
Thraefate

b

(W«)I)' <yV.(M)ll/(»,r«,r'(*),»'(«))l<i»
■a

< j IGt(t, s)\i){t, \y(s)\)ds
H,

■ f (t-s}$(t,\y(s)\)ds,
and.
O

<

j \Gttfas)\[f(s,y(s),y'{s),y/f(s))\ds

(3.16)
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t

=j

(V’(t.ly(a)l)*-

(3-17)

a
iFtoin (3.15)-(3-17), and by an application of Theorem 3.1 yields that there
exists a maximal solution
of the boundary value problem (3.11) satisfy
ing (3.12) such that
M < 4>Al on I.

□
Theorem 3.4. Suppose Shat^} satisfies (i)-(iii). Further, if the functions
f wad $ satisfy the amdi&m
fl/f&HuSfe.Sa) ~

< $(*) |yi ~ zi\) a-e->

t€1

(3-18)

few mti‘§j,
Ws-t, si,
smdzs €■ R- Further, if the identically zero function
is the amly weak soluMsm of the boundary value problem (3.11) satisfying
(3.IB) existing tm i, then the boundary value problem (1.1) satisfying (1.2)
hms a unique soiwJtwm ml.
Proof Suppose the bouumcfary value problem (1.1) satisfying (1.2) has two
soliurtioaas y .and z om I. Them we have
«>

WO - 2(s)l < J jGC^OIl/C*.*(•»). v'(s)y y"is)) - /(«> zis),z'{s), *"(«))|<fe

&
< JlG(t»$)§${$, \%(s) -z(s)|)ds.

(3.19)

iffl

Hence ff(t) — z(£}j is asotelibii of (3-15). Again

cw«)-*(*)!/<(»'(*)-*'(*)!
6

< j |Gt(t,s)|^(s, jy(s) - z(s)|)cfo
a

t

—

J
a

(t — s)fi{s,\y(s) ~ z(s)\)ds,

(3.20)
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and

b

J
=J

<

|Gu(t, s)\ip(s, |y(s) - 2(s)|)ds

a

t

(3.21)

^(s, |y(s) -*(s)|)ds.

a

&Erom (3.2©),, (3.21), and Theorem 3.1, we have

\y(t) — z(t)\ < 0 on I.

□

Hence f(t) = z(t), V t € I.
Example 3.1
Consider the boundary value problem
y'" = p(t)yq(y')r{y") o-e,

t e [o, 1]

(3.22)

satisfying
y'( o) = y"(0) = y( l) =

o,

(3.23)

fractions p,q,r : R —* R+ are given by
1, t is irrational
>?(y)
2, £ is rational

{o! »<o ■a“dr(»)={ 1, y>0
0, y<0

It is easily seen that / : [0,1] x R x R x R —> R defined by
f(t,x,y,z) = p(t)xq(y)r(z), V(t, x, y, z) € [0,1] x R x R x R
satisfies the conditions (i)-(iii). By the application of Theorem 2.1, the
boundary value problem (3.22) satisfying (3.23) has weak maximal and min
imal solutions on [0, 1].
Acknowledgement. The authors are grateful to the referee for his valuable
suggestions
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